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Inverses

Recall - a.  If is a reflection of in the line y=x,
     write the equation of in terms of .

b.  What points are invariant?

Lesson 6

Inverse of a function: 

If         is a function with domain A and range B, the inverse
function, if it exists, is denoted by      and has a domain B 
and range A.  
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To find the inverse of a relation:

1.  For an function, exchange x and y, and then solve for y.

can be written as

exchange x & y

solve for y

Notice that the operations for the functions are opposite operations.

, multiplies the input value by a factor of 2, and then adds 3.

The inverse function, , subtracts 3 and then divides by 2.

          The opposite aperations are performed in the opposite order.
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Let's investigate the transformations on the basic graph of 

There is a vertical stretch by a factor of 2
and a vertical shift up 3 units

The inverse is a horizontal stretch by a factor
of 2 and a horizontal shift 3 units right

Graph both of these on the same grid using a table of values.
Also, graph the line 

What do you notice?
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Remember:  You can use inverse notation,       if and 
only if the inverse is also a function.

Invariant points:  For inverses,            and 
points on the line    are invariant
since it is the line of reflection.
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Example 2: For each graph of        shown below,  draw the graph of
on the same axes.

a. b.

Use mapping of points
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Example 3:
The blue graph is a reflection of the black graph in the line 
              .  The equation of the black graph is given.  Write
the equation of the blue graph.

a. b.

c. d.
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1. Text Pages 51 - 55, Exercises # 1 - 6, 9 - 11, 13, 15
19, 20, C2.
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Reflections Assignment 1.doc

Transformations Quiz 2a.doc


Reflections Assignment1



Name:

1.  For each of the following equations, draw


a. [image: image1.wmf]()
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[image: image17.wmf]







[image: image2.wmf]2
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b.  
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c. State the equation of the new


function.


d.  State the domain, range, and 


any asymptotes if they exist.
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A reflection in the y-axis means that every ‘x’ coordinate changes sign.


2. For each of the following equations, draw


a.  

[image: image9.wmf]()
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[image: image10.wmf]()2
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b.  

[image: image11.wmf]()
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c. State the equation of the new


function.


d.  State the domain, range, and 


any asymptotes if they exist.
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A reflection in the x-axis means that every ‘x’ coordinate changes sign.
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1. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word or phrase.  (1 mark each)

a.


[image: image26.wmf] will cause the graph of  

[image: image2.wmf]()


yfx


=


 to reflect in the _________


b. 


[image: image3.wmf]3


yx


=


 will cause the graph of  

[image: image4.wmf]()


yfx


=


 to be ____________________


c.
If  

[image: image5.wmf]()


fx


  and  

[image: image6.wmf]()


gx


 are reflections of each other in the line 

[image: image7.wmf]yx


=


 , they



are said to be ________________________.


d.


[image: image8.wmf]1


3


yx


æö


=


ç÷


èø


 will cause the graph of  

[image: image9.wmf]()


yfx


=


 to be __________________

e. 


[image: image10.wmf]()


yfx


=-


 will cause the graph of  

[image: image11.wmf]()


yfx


=


 to reflect in the _________


f.
When vertically stretching the graph, the values of  _______________



will remain invariant.


2. Describe how each of the following can be obtained from the graph of  

[image: image12.wmf](


)


yfx


=


 .
(2 marks each)

a.


[image: image13.wmf](
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b.


[image: image15.wmf](
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c.


[image: image16.wmf]1
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d.


[image: image17.wmf](
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3. The graph of the function 

[image: image18.wmf]()


yfx


=


 is shown on the left.  If  

[image: image19.wmf]()


yfx


=


 is changed to  

[image: image20.wmf](


)


45


yfx


=-+


 ,  graph the transformed function on the grid provided.
(3 marks)

[image: image1.wmf]()


yfx


=-


[image: image21.png]

4. Kelly was asked to compare the graphs of   

[image: image22.wmf]yx


=


  and   

[image: image23.wmf]1


35


2


yx


=---


 .  As her answer, she gave the following statements.  State whether you agree or disagree with her answers and explain using the parameters a, b, c and d.

(3 marks)

The second graph has gone through a vertical stretch by a factor of  

[image: image24.wmf]1


2


.   


It has also been translated 3 units right and 5 units down.   


It has been reflected in the x-axis.  


5. Sketch the function 

[image: image25.wmf]()


fxx


=


  on the grid below.  In the following order,

a.  translate the function 4 units down


b.  reflect the function from ‘a’ in the


     x-axis.


c.  vertically stretch the the function


     from ‘b’ by a factor of 2.


d.  Write the equation of the function that 


     would describe the function from ‘c’.


e.  Would you get the same function if you did the transformations in the opposite order?
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